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Q1:  

a new framework for media needs to be made. The current framework is not cross compatable for all 

classifiable media formats and shows inconsistences when compared. 

Q2:  

To properly rate classifiable media forms to there most appropriate classifaction level and restriction 

on public viewing with concern to the average level of understanding and appropriate exposure 

proportional to age. 

Q3:  

Yes, games are more immersive and should be treated as having a slight heavier impact on the 

person playing, however this is not to be confused with clamping down on games over other media 

due to most games story telling configuration. A rating system that reflects that games are immersive 

in story telling as an art form yet also provocative in delivering vioence and obscenity through a 

playable character. 

Q4:  

The complaint would have to be reviewed for its validity, however - yes. As modern culture and 

ideologies change over time, things once unacceptable become much more accepted in the wider 

community. A rating system that uses this in its ruling system can only be detrimental if it is abused by 

a public community that seeks to condemn a certain media item. 

Q5:  

Yes. Something designed for children should reflect that it is so. Same way that an adult media form 

should be to inform the public. 

Q6:  

Yes. Unless the material is overtly offensive to solicit a high rating regularly. 

Q7:  

No. Most artwork is subjective to the viewer and the state of the artist/s at the time. What can be 

obtuse to one person may be quite pleasant to many more. 

Q8:  

No  

Q9:  

Yes. Unless the material is overtly obscene to solicit a high rating regularly. 

Q10:  

Yes. What can be accessed in privacy compared to publicly the content can have a much lesser 

affect when privately contained. 

Q11:  

Q12:  

Q13:  



Software to restrict content given to each household with children with adequate training in its use, as 

what occured under a previous government. 

Q14:  

Q15:  

Q16:  

Q17:  

Q18:  

Q19:  

Q20:  

PG, M and MA are quite confusing as they are grey areas. A better updated and redone system will 

adequately inform the public. 

Q21:  

M and PG need to be merged and provide a slightly larger target area of parental guidance and 

mature viewing only.  

It would force the MA rating to stand on its own a fair bit more and be given the due respect as a 

serious not for children rating. 

Q22:  

Classification should reflect a given suggested age bracket as they do now. 

Q23:  

Yes 

Q24:  

Q25:  

No, as many RC items include dated items that if reviewed now would more that certainly be allowed 

in. RC content is generally refused due to a certain portion of the content - usually never the work on 

a whole 

Q26:  

Yes, having several laws that change over borders makes content accessable to one person in 

another state over another in a semmingly national double standard. 

Q27:  

Q28:  

Q29:  

Other comments:  
 


